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From: Erasmia Lois 5
To: John Forester
Date: 3/24/04 12:59PM
Subject: Re: Pre-Elicitation Material for the Expert Elicitation Meeting

You mean qualifications w/r to fire expertise; it would be difficult for people that do not have a resume
ready to prepare it. How about if you could include a questionaire related to "mqualifications' so that people
can provide you the info you need w/out asking for them a bio that would be difficult to do.

>>> "Forester, John A* <jafores~sandia.gov> 03/24/04 12:47PM»>>
All,

Attached is a draft of what we plan to send to the expert panel members for
review prior to the FMA expert elicitation meeting. We plan to send it out
tomorrow (3/25/04), so please send us any comments as soon as possible. Our
goal was to provide as much information as possible on the issues so as to
allow this task to be accomplished in a day and half, without being overly
prescriptive. Think of it simply as a tool to stimulate thinking and to let
them know what we are going to be doing.

Also, in documenting the results of this activity, we will need to document
the qualifications of the experts. To help us with this, it would be
good to have up-to-date resumes from the experts (preferably electronically)
that they may want to tailor toward this elicitation once
they see what it is. Is it OK if I ask the experts for this when I send out
the document or do you NRC folks want to handle this?

Can I look the e-mail addresses for the NRC folks in the directory? I have
Mardy's. What about the Microsaint person?

Last I heard, the panel members are:

Rebecca Nease, Region IV, inspector
Peter Koltay, NRR fire expert
Michael Junge, RES before Calvert Cliffs senior operator
Mardy Kazarian, Sandia, Fire PRA
James Bongarra, NRR, human factors
A person from Micro Saint, expert in developing human performance model on
the basis of military fire data

Thanks, John

<<FMA Elicitation Document 3-24-04.wpd>>

CC: Dennis Bley; Ray Gall ucci


